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DRINK-MAN
Vario2 

 Carrying device: X-lite Vario system, the high end carrying device develo-
ped and produce by the backpack specialist Tatonka. Er-
gonomic X-shaped carbon sticks transferring part of the 
load to the specially designed hip belt. Little weight on the 
shoulders guarantees optimized carrying comfort. 5 adjust-
ments in height, 2 distance straps as well as infinitely variab-
le adjustments in the hip and chest area ensure best fitting.

 Tanks: The Drink-Man Vario2 carries 2 stainless steel tanks holding a 
capacity of 5 litres each. A complete cover of foamed polypro-
pylene (EPP) protects the light weight container from mechanic 
impacts and guarantees best isolation. The valves are secured 
by indentations of the EPP cover. Our tanks are made of stain-
less steel the preferred material in the food industry. Other than 
plastic it does not adopt odour or taste and is easy to clean.

 Temperature: This temperature diagram displays an impression of the perfect 
tank isolation. Within 2 hours the beverage temperature dec-
lined only by 10 % from 90 to 81 degrees Celsius at a ambi-
ent temperature of 1 degree below zero. These results assu-
re the possibility of tank preparation quite ahead of the event.

 Couplings + 
 screw cap

In the screw cap we integrated several options in little space. Inside 
the plastic cap a stainless steel adapter was fitted in, featuring on 
the top a valve for the pressurized air and on the bottom a retainer 
for the GoreTex filter. Through the exchangeable GoreTex filter 
the inflowing pressurized air is cleaned and furthermore the filter 
avoids the penetration of liquids into the pressure compartment.

Hot or cold  - Vario2 takes 

- coffee + milk

- mulled wine + glogg

- tea + hot chocolade

- juices + non carbonated drinks

 directly to your customer 
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 Draft head: The draft head is composed of small taps embedded in a two part shell. 
By unscrew the central bolt the upper part of the shell can be removed. 
This allows the opening of the 2 separate taps for detailed cleaning.

 Compressor: For pressurizing the tanks cleaned air is used provided through 
the new battery charged compressor. This high end compressor 
is located inside the lid pocket of the backpack. Its recharge-
able batteries empty with one fresh load up to 50 tanks with 5 
litres each (250 litres). After use please recharge through the 
power supply adapter. The pressure is adjusted to 0,4 bar (5,8 
psi) witch guarantees fast drafting.
 

 Advertisement: Great attention is ensured by the 55 cm x 55 cm ad-
vertising area. It is comfortable assessable on 
3 sides for inserting your individual product message. In ad-
dition the Vario2 offers possibilities for insertion of side flags. 
.

 Cup dispenser: A new optional positioning of the cup dispenser ensures easy 
handling and sends the message to the client – here I get my 
drink! An additional setting for second cup dispenser at the left 
side of the backpack allows a second position choice or the pos-
sibility to have 2 dispensers on board (i.e. for a different cup size) 

 Pit stop: The Vario2 allows a fast change of tanks without taking 
the unit off the runner. Just release the valves on the top 
and bottom and exchange empty tank through full one.
 r

  Measurements: Height 70 cm (28 inch) width 35 cm (14 inch) x 22 cm (9 inch)
Weight complete unit excluded beverage   6.5 kg 
Fully loaded        16.5 kg


